
 

Banning anonymous social media accounts is
not the answer to online abuse
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In the wake of the tragic death of the member of parliament for
Southend West, David Amess, fellow MPs have been talking about how
to best protect both politicians and the public from abuse and harm. This
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has included a strong focus on enacting laws designed to halt online
abuse, even though police have not linked Amess's killing to this issue
directly.

There have been suggestions that such abuse can be attributed, at least in
part, to online anonymity—that is, the fact many social media users set
up their accounts using aliases, and without images that reveal who they
are, in order to conceal their identity. Speaking on Sky News, Home
Secretary Priti Patel indicated there was a need to address anonymous
accounts. Asked if she would consider legislation to remove the right to
anonymity on social media, Patel responded: "I want us to look at
everything. And there is work taking place already […] But we can't
carry on like this. I spend too much time actually with communities who
have been under attack basically, who have had all sorts of postings put
online, and it's a struggle to get those postings taken down. We want to
make some big changes on that."

The idea has since gained traction, with other MPs calling for a ban on
anonymous social media accounts as a way to mitigate online abuse.

Yet while it's clear there is a need to address how we engage with and on
social media, removing anonymity isn't going to solve the problems of
online abuse. In fact, removing the right to anonymity online could cause
harm to many users, especially those from marginalized groups.

Anonymity as a form of protection

While there are many examples of people using anonymous social media
accounts to abuse others online, it's equally clear that anonymity can be a
lifeline to many users and communities. Posting anonymously can allow
people to protect themselves—to openly discuss and deal with complex
topics safely. It can allow people to speak out about abuse, and seek
information.
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https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/oct/18/pm-urged-to-enact-davids-law-against-social-media-abuse-after-amesss-death
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2021/oct/18/pm-urged-to-enact-davids-law-against-social-media-abuse-after-amesss-death
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/priti-patel-david-amess-social-media-b1939775.html
https://phys.org/tags/social+media+users/
https://youtu.be/UyPS_jJzmN8?t=956
https://phys.org/tags/social+media/
https://www.publictechnology.net/articles/news/cabinet-ministers-lend-weight-calls-end-online-anonymity
https://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/davids-law-sir-david-amess-boris-johnson-online-law-mark-francois-b961203.html
https://scholarspace.manoa.hawaii.edu/bitstream/10125/70925/0248.pdf
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2020/03/right-anonymity-vital-free-expression-now-and-always


 

For example, social media users in LGBTQIA+ communities have
spoken about the importance of online anonymity as a way to negotiate
discussions of sexuality safely, where disclosing their name might put
them at significant risk of abuse and harm online and offline. Some said
anonymity allowed them to access valuable information online as they
navigated their own identities.

In my own research for my 2020 book about social media design and
identity, my participants talked about the many ways in which they felt
anonymity helped them to develop a sense of community. One
participant discussed how social relationships were formed via comment
boards with others using pseudonyms: "I know some really personal stuff
about all of them, apart from the fact that I don't know their names."

While respondents did talk about incidents of abuse online from
anonymous users, it was clear that equally, anonymity provided pathways
to building communities and support networks. An insistence on real
names can present barriers and challenges to already marginalized
communities and users for whom "real names" are a complex issue.
These include gender non-conforming users, drag queens, Native
Americans and survivors of abuse.

Many abusers are not anonymous

Anonymity can be used to abuse "othered" groups such as women,
LGBTQIA+ people and Muslims. However, research shows that people
using their real names perpetrate abuse and bullying too.

On social media we continue to see users willing to say abusive things
and share dangerous content with their full names, job titles and
information on display. Banning anonymous social media profiles
therefore isn't going to address the root of the hate we see online, be that
directed at marginalized communities or at MPs.
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https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/19359705.2013.777007?casa_token=aLPueL8tEScAAAAA%3AB7Lkkcz_1IEFETgWQdEOLNCSj-E8AZ-KtO5wAIU5l65v1tkvdwEMsk3NA5uNlW1TEPl0sDIHfXIt
https://phys.org/tags/online+anonymity/
https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9789811557156
http://journals.uic.edu/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/6791
https://journals.uic.edu/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/5615/4346
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/08164649.2018.1542592?casa_token=vN7p_DUCxmUAAAAA%3AgToNVtHgobCoct0Xh5kOsEaL58J82OQE56egZ6MlXAPDF6xPBEhD66I57QMQEkfpEEV0BoLEKaSb
https://www.democraticaudit.com/2017/05/04/trolling-democracy-anonymity-doesnt-cause-conflicts-bad-site-design-does/


 

Research shows Black and Asian female MPs face the most abuse aimed
at female MPs online, suggesting the issue of anonymity is perhaps not
the root cause of abuse, but a way for deeper social issues to manifest
online. Katrin Tiidenberg and Emily van der Nagel write in their book 
Sex and Social Media: "Whether anonymous or not, people look at
existing posts and comments for cues regarding what is allowed in a
particular online space and behave accordingly. It's not simply a matter
of anonymous people being up to no good: platform design and
moderation has a lot to do with what kinds of behaviors are allowed, and
thrive, on social media."

I would agree with this, and call on platforms to take more responsibility
for the communities they foster, and the voices and discourses they
emphasize and minimize online. While it's refreshing to see politicians'
desire to tackle online abuse, banning anonymity isn't the answer.
Anonymity can be a vital lifeline for already marginalized communities,
and removing it could inadvertently harm the very communities MPs
seek to protect.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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